My Funeral Was Planned...

But I returned my casket. Good thing I kept my receipt!

JAY D ROBERTS, MD
15 years ago, Dr. Roberts was near death and full of hatred towards
God, himself, and his childhood abuser. He suffered from unforgiveness,
a medical condition that is more common than the cold and often lethal
—but the cure is free.
Jay D Roberts, MD, is a board-certified physician, specializing in the
treatment of pain and wounds with a focus on adding quality to his
patients’ lives. In addition to his medical practice, Dr. Roberts ministers
inside maximum security prisons, and plans to build an orphanage.

STORY IDEAS
“…This vastly inspirational,
beautifully written memoir
not only demonstrates
how traumatic issues from
childhood can impact
us as adults, but also
proves that miraculous
solutions abound …”

• Is Hatred Making You Sick? – Physician reveals the medical
evidence.
• Can Holding That Grudge Kill You? – Harvard medical study
says, Yes!
• Break the Chains – How to recover from an unhappy or
abusive childhood.
• This One Disease is More Common than the Common Cold
and It’s Lethal – 62% of American adults say they need more
forgiveness.
• What My Dog Milo Taught Me About Pain and Forgiveness.
• Two Little Words That Can Break the Cycle of Abuse: I Forgive
• How a Prison Visit Freed Me of Hate.
• Imagine Having a Loving Father – So why aren’t you one?

— LeAnn Thieman, co-author
of Chicken Soup for the Soul: A
Book of Miracles

• Forgive or Die Sick – The high cost of unforgiveness.
• The Ultimate Power Inside Every Woman – How it will benefit
you and your entire family.
• How I was Freed of Pain Without Obamacare – And you can
be too.
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